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Abstract
Simplified optimization method using the MATLAB function fminbnd was adopted to determine the opti-
mal feed temperature (OFT) for an isothermal packed-bed reactor (PBR) performing hydrogen peroxide
decomposition (HPD) with immobilized Terminox Ultra catalase (TUC). The feed temperature was de-
termined to maximize (minimize) the average reactant conversion (reactant concentration) over a fixed
period of time at the reactor outlet. The optimization was based on material balance and rate equation
for enzyme action and decay and considered the effect of mass-transfer limitations on the system behavior.
In order to highlight the relevance and applicability of the work reported here, the case of optimality
under isothermal operating conditions is considered and the practical example is worked out. Optimisation
method under consideration shows that inappropriate selection of the feed temperature may lead to a
decrease of bioreactor productivity.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Dynamic bioprocess models provide valuable insight into the
biotechnological industry in view of their analysis, control
and optimisation. Although in this industry various types
of bioreactors can be applied (De Prá et al., 2021; Li and
Christofides, 2008; Lima et al., 2021), biocatalytic packed-
bed bioreactors (PBR) are the most widely used (Carrié et al.,
2022; Mazziero et al., 2022). This is clearly related to the fact
that they offer several unique advantages, such as: increased
stability of enzymes and possibility of their reuse, ease of op-
eration and product separation as well as high process control
(Carrazco-Escalante et al., 2019; Maria and Crisan, 2015; Or-
daz et al., 2019; Robles et al., 2018; Schorsch et al., 2019).
However, to be complete, it should be pointed out that the
state variables (substrate and enzyme concentrations) as well
as the temperature considered as decisive variable in tubular
reactors vary both with time and space. It is worth mention-
ing that the effects of temperature run in opposite directions,
namely, activity tends to increase with temperature as a con-
sequence of the increase of reaction rate, while stability tends
to decrease, since temperature increases the rate of enzyme
inactivation. There is thus a clear compromise between en-
zyme activity and stability. Hence, temperature control in
bioreactors has been an interesting problem from both im-
plementation and controller design viewpoints. This is partic-
ularly true if complex microbial interactions cause significant
nonlinear behaviour or/and when the model of a reactor may
take the form of a set of partial differential equations referred
to distributed parameter systems.

It is essential to mention that in the case of bioprocesses,
biocatalyst deactivation should be additionally taken into ac-
count. As a consequence, incorporation of the extra equation
describing such phenomena in the bioreactor model results in
a time-varying multi-dimensional system. Hence, it is note-
worthy that design and optimization of PBR are very chal-
lenging tasks. As a matter of fact, it has a significant im-
pact on the profitability of biotechnological plant (Leipold
et al., 2023).

Realistic numerical optimisation analysis with feed tempera-
ture as the decisive variable and concerning the HPD process
occurring in the non-isothermal PBR in the presence of im-
mobilized TUC (E.C. 1.11.1.6; 50,000 U/g) was previously
performed (Grubecki, 2018a). A catalase with the commer-
cial name of TUC is produced from the fungus Scytalidium
thermophilum and constitutes a concentrated product in the
form of a brown liquid meant to be diluted (Miłek, 2018).
This kind of catalase is mainly used in the textile industry af-
ter textile blenching to decompose the residuals of hydrogen
peroxide to water and molecular oxygen. The application of
catalase enables to reduce the chemical costs by 83%, wa-
ter consumption by 50%, energy consumption by 48% and
processing time by 33% (Eberhardt et al., 2004).

However, in the case of HPD, the mathematical model can
be significantly simplified as in the industrial practise it runs
at the hydrogen peroxide (HP) concentrations lower than
2× 10−2 kmol·m−3 (Miłek, 2020). In consequence, the heat
released during the reaction makes the temperature condi-
tions to be isothermal ones (Xiu et al., 2001).
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Moreover, geometry of the model reactor makes the axial
dispersion in the bulk liquid phase minimized.

From the viewpoint of design calculations such assumptions
are essential since the mathematical model describing the
HPD consists only of the equations of unsteady-state con-
tinuous mass balance and rate of enzyme inactivation. In
such a case, it is possible to find analytical expressions for
HP and active TUC concentrations. Such an analytical solu-
tion makes the finding of the optimal solution for the issue
presented in the previous work (Grubecki, 2018a) simpler.

Given the background described above, the goal of this paper
was to perform the optimisation procedure to search for the
feed temperature in the bioreactor for HPD packed with im-
mobilized TUC undergoing parallel deactivation (dependent
on HP concentration) using the simplified method. The feed
temperature was evaluated to maximize the time-average
substrate conversion over a given period at the fixed feed
flow rate, accounting for the lower Tmin = 293 K and upper
Tmax = 323 K permissible temperatures as well as diffusional
restrictions expressed by the global effectiveness factor.

The approach presented in this paper makes it possible to
define the operational conditions at which efficiency of the
PBR used for the decomposition process of HP by immobi-
lized TUC reaches a maximum or is the highest.

2. MATHEMATICAL APPROACH

2.1. Quantitative description of the fixed-bed
bioreactor

In the HPD process the rate of changes in the substrate con-
centration (−rS) – after taking into consideration the mass-
transfer resistances – can be described by the Michaelis–
Menten kinetics (Fruhwirth et al., 2002; Grubecki, 2010a;
2010b):

(−rS) = ”effkR
CECS

(1 + CS=KM)
(1)

In industrial practice HPD runs at low HP concentration
(lower than or equal to 0.02 kmol·m−3), therefore, it can
be assumed that CS � KM . Then, Equation (1) can
be simplified and expressed as follows (Arvin and Lars-
Flemming, 2015; Ghadermarzi and Moosavi-Movahedi, 1996;
Trawczyńska, 2020):

(−rS) = ”effkRCECS (2)

Low concentration makes the process under consideration
isothermal and pseudo-homogeneous. Bearing this in mind,
for decomposition process of HP taking place under industrial
conditions in a tubular (column) reactor packed with immo-
bilized enzyme – after taking into account the diffusional

resistances – the unsteady material balance on substrate is:

["f + (1− "f )"p]
@CS
@t

+ Uf "f
@CS
@x

=

− ”eff(1− "f )(1− "p)kRCECS;

CS(x = 0; t) = CS;In

(3)

Each enzymatic reaction is accompanied by decreased cat-
alytic potential of an enzyme (Baral et al., 2023; Goldsmith
and Tawfik, 2017; Illanes et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2022; Mehro-
tra et al., 2020; Razavi et al., 2016; Samson et al., 2018;
Sooch et al., 2014; Vishnu Priya et al., 2022). In line with the
results of George (1947) theoretically verified by Vasudevan
and Weiland (1990), the expression describing changes in the
rate of biocatalyst inactivation caused by reactant (hydro-
gen peroxide) inhibition must also have a Michaelis–Menten
form. At a low reactant concentration, accounting for the
diffusional resistances, inactivation rate equation can be ap-
proximated by:

− dCE
dt

= ”eff(1− "f )kDCECS; CE(x; t = 0) = CE0 (4)

Worthy of note, such form of Eq. (4) can usually be employed
in the studies of immobilized catalase in a PBR regardless of
which method of immobilization is used (Danial and Alkhalaf,
2020; Do and Weiland, 1981a; 1981b; Grigoras, 2017; Sun
et al., 2019).

The impact of temperature on the reaction �R (kR =
�R=KM) and deactivation �D (kD = �D=KD) rate constants
are described by the Arrhenius equation:

k∗R = kR0 exp

„
− ER
RT

«
; kD = kD0 exp

„
−ED
RT

«
(5)

By rescaling according to:

E =
CE
CE0

=
CS
CS;In

(6)

X =
x

H
; fi = t

Uf "f
["f + (1− "f )"p]H

(7)

fflR = kRam
(1− "f )(1− "p)

(Uf "f )
H

fflD =
kDCS;In
kRam

· ["f + (1− "f )"p]

(1− "p)

(8)

the partial differential equations for mass balance in the bulk
liquid as well as for the biocatalyst deactivation rate which
constitute the quantitative description of the HPD course in
a PBR can be put into the following dimensionless form:

@S

@fi
+
@S

@X
= −”efffflRES; S(0; fi) = 1; (9a)

@E

@fi
= −”efffflRfflDES; E(X; 0) = 1 (9b)
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2.2. Mass-transfer resistance evaluation

When the enzyme is contained within a solid matrix, mass
transfer limitations may severely restrain the expression of
the catalytic potential. Then, it is necessary to assess the
effect of diffusional restrictions to properly evaluate the bio-
catalyst performance. Considering the enzyme immobiliza-
tion on porous carriers, internal mass transfer (pore diffu-
sion) is usually dominant compared to external mass transfer
(film diffusion). However, in the case of the HPD process
occurring in the presence of immobilized TUC the external
diffusional resistances (EDR) (Grubecki, 2017) and global
diffusional resistances are to be considered. The magnitude
of the diffusional resistances can be conveniently expressed
by means of the biocatalyst effectiveness factor, which con-
stitutes a general concept that represents the ratio of rates of
a phenomenon under the influence of a diffusional resistances
and freed from that influence. For the HPD process, the ef-
fectiveness transfer that characterizes the global diffusional
limitations (”eff = ”G) takes the form (Appendix A):

”G =
1

3Φ2
· (3Φ) · coth(3Φ)− 1„

1− 1

BiM

«
+

„
3Φ

BiM

«
· coth(3Φ)

(10)

where Biot number, BiM , and Thiele modulus, Φ, are
given by:

BiM =
dP kL
6Deff

(11)

Φ =
dP
6

s
kRam
Deff

(12)

The mathematical model expressed by Eqs. (9a) and (9b)
including the expressions (10)–(12) revealing the influence
of mass-transfer limitation allows to foresee the behaviour of
the reactor packed with immobilized TUC decomposing the
HP residuals under industrial applications.

3. OPTIMIZATION, PROBLEM
STATEMENT

The analysis deals with the packed-bed bioreactor described
in detail in the previously published paper (Grubecki, 2018a).
To make this considerations clearer, the flow sheet of the
tubular bioreactor packed with immobilized enzyme used in
the experiment has been illustrated again in Figure 1. TUC
was immobilized by glutaraldehyde-coupling to the silanised
support according to the method of Malikkides and Weiland
(1982). A more detailed description of the experimental pro-
cedure has been provided in the paper published previously
(Grubecki, 2017).

In the ideal tubular bioreactor presented in Fig. 1 the convec-
tion phenomena dominate over dispersive ones. In such re-
actors, alongside the feed flow rate, temperature is the most

important control variable that affects the rates of both en-
zymatic reaction and enzyme inactivation depending on the
value of operating temperature, as well as the mutual rela-
tion between the activation energies for reaction and deacti-
vation. Therefore, such temperature strategy can be estab-
lished that guarantees an inherent trade-off between various
and conflicting objectives, and – as a result – the maximum
(bio)reactor productivity (Agrawal and Verma, 2019; Coutu
et al., 2023; Grubecki, 2016; Grubecki and Wójcik, 2013;
Harmand and Dochain, 2005; Harmand et al., 2008; Maria
and Crisan, 2015; Ortega et al., 2021; Tezer et al., 2023).

Finding such a temperature strategy is a challenging and
delicate task and more advanced optimisation procedures are
needed due to complicated dynamics of biotransformations.
However, in the case of enzymatic decomposition of HP the
optimisation procedure can be significantly simplified due to
irrelevant thermal effect caused by the low HP concentration
(Miłek, 2018; Miłek, 2020), by which HPD process can be
considered as isothermal one.

Thus, the key issue is to find the feed temperature that un-
der operating conditions would provide the maximum time-
average productivity at the reactor outlet.

The problem under consideration was already discussed previ-
ously (Grubecki, 2018a; 2018b). However, in industrial prac-
tice the quick assessment of optimal operating conditions
is usually required. Hence, the most comfortable situation
is when the problem under consideration can be described
with an analytical equation. This situation is also encoun-
tered in the HPD process since the solution of the mathe-
matical model (Eqs. (9) and (10)) can be derived analytically.

3.1. Analytical description of the HPD process
behavior

Considering the isothermal process of HPD, it is possible to
derive mathematical expressions for hydrogen peroxide and
active enzyme concentrations as functions of dimensionless
distance from the reactor inlet (X) and nondimensional time
(fi) (Appendix B):

S(X; fi) = exp[”efffflRfflD ·(fi−X)]
exp(”efffflR·X)+exp[”efffflRfflD ·(fi−X)]−1 (13a)

E(X; fi) = exp[”efffflR·X]
exp(”efffflR·X)+exp[”efffflRfflD ·(fi−X)]−1 (13b)

Equations (13a) and (13b) describe the behavior of the im-
mobilized enzyme packed-bed bioreactor used for decompo-
sition of hydrogen peroxide.

3.2. Objective function

The goal of optimization was to find the feed temperature
that under a constant feed flow rate maximizes (minimizes)
time-averaged HP conversion, ¸m (HP concentration, Sm),
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Figure 1. Flow sheet of PBR for decomposition process of HP.

at the bioreactor outlet. Thus, the objective function can be
defined in the form of Eq. (14):

¸m(T ) =
1

fif

fifZ
0

[1− S(X = 1; fl; T )]dfl =

1− 1

fif

fifZ
0

S(X = 1; fl; T )dfl = 1− Sm(T ) (14)

As the optimization problems expressed by Eq. (14) are math-
ematically equivalent, let us minimize the time-averaged HP
concentration. Then, the objective function adopted for the
further analysis takes the following form:

Sm(T ) =

1
fif

fifR
0

exp[”eff (T )fflR(T )fflD(T )·(fl−1)]
exp[”eff (T )fflR(T )]+exp[”eff (T )fflR(T )fflD(T )·(fl−1)]−1 dfl (15)

Integrating Equation (15) according to the integration limits,
we get the function of the temperature, T , considered to be

the control variable, as follows:

Sm(T ) =
1

”eff(T )fflR(T )fflD(T )fif
×

ln
n

exp[”eff (T )fflR(T )]+exp[”eff (T )fflR(T )fflD(T )·(fif −1)]−1
exp[”eff (T )fflR(T )]+exp[−”eff (T )fflR(T )fflD(T )]−1

o
(16)

3.3. Simplified numerical optimization

The presented optimization problem is not a complicated
issue and can be solved numerically or analytically using the
method of differential calculus of the single-variable function.

However, more convenient method of numerical optimization
is the application of fminbnd function of MATLABr Opti-
mization Toolbox (MATLAB, 2019). This function can be
used to find the minimum of a single-variable function on a
fixed interval.

To use the fminbnd function the following syntax command
line is required:

[a; f value] = fminbnd(@objectfun; a1; a2; options) (17)

The function of fminbnd returns a value a that is a local
minimizer of the scalar valued function that is described in
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@objectfun in the interval a1 < a < a2, options enables to
create or modify the structure of the optimization options.

In the case under consideration, the optimization problem
can be described by the performance index with a constraint
as given bellow:

Minimize

Sm(T ) =
1

”eff(T )fflR(T )fflD(T )fif
×

× ln
n

exp[”eff (T )·fflR(T )]+exp[”eff (T )·fflR(T )fflD(T )·(fif −1)]−1
exp[”eff (T )·fflR(T )]+exp[−”eff (T )·fflR(T )fflD(T )]−1

o
(18)

Subject to

fflR(T ) = kR(T )am(1− "f )(1− "p)
VR
Q

(19)

fflD(T ) =
kD(T )CS;In
kR(T )am

· ["f + (1− "f )"p] (20)

kR(T )am = kR0am exp

„
− ER
RT

«
kD(T ) = kD0 exp

„
−ED
RT

« (21)

”eff [BiM(T );Φ(T )] =

1

3Φ2
· (3Φ) · coth(3Φ)− 1„

1− 1

BiM

«
+

„
3Φ

BiM

«
· coth(3Φ)

(22)

BiM(T ) =
dP kL(T )

6Deff
(23)

kL(T ) = 1:132
D0:667
L;S

D0:632
R d0:368

p

»
(T )

”(T )

–0:3

Q0:632 (24)

Φ(T ) =
dP
6

s
kR(T )am
Deff

(25)

Constraint
Tmin ≤ T ≤ Tmax (26)

The method described above is a convenient and quick op-
timization tool and can be used for any problem minimizing
(maximizing) the one-variable function with the upper and
lower constraints on the control variable.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The enzymatic reactor under consideration was optimized
using Eqs. (9)–(12) as well as (18)–(26) with the kinetic
constants reported in Table 1 (Grubecki, 2017).

For TUC, due to its optimal operational activity, the temper-
ature range with permissible lower Tmin = 293K and upper
Tmax = 323K limits has been taken into consideration.

A great convenience of the simplified optimisation method
has been presented in Figures (2)–(4) showing the effect of

Table 1. Kinetics parameters used in the optimization study.

Reaction of hydrogen peroxide decomposition

Activation energy [kJ mol−1] ER = 12:6± 0:3

Frequency factor [s−1] kR0am = 48:00± 5:38

Deactivation of Terminox Ultra catalase

Activation energy [kJ mol−1] ED = 49:7± 1:2

Frequency factor [m3 kmol−1 s−1] kD0 = (2:77± 1:08)× 107

feed flow rate (Fig. 2), feed substrate concentration (Fig. 3)
and total time (Fig. 4) on the time-average HP conversion
in the outstream, ¸m, as well as activity of biocatalyst, Em,
undergoing parallel deactivation, as a function of the feed
temperature.

Figure 2. Time-average HP conversion, ¸m (black lines), and
TUC activity, Em (red lines) as functions of feed
temperature, TIn, and feed flow rate, Q, for
CS;In = 5 · 10−3 kmol·m−3 and fif = 16 h. Open
symbols represent the maximum values of time-average
conversion.

In the process of HPD proceeding in the presence of TUC un-
dergoing deactivation dependent on HP concentration there
exists the feed temperature that makes the time-average HP
conversion maximal or the highest. Results of analysis have
shown that the higher the difference between the upper and
the lower allowable temperatures, the more OFT is likely to
occur.

In order to prove the validity of the last statement it is worth
quoting the sufficient condition for local extremum of any
single-variable function f .
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Theorem 1: Let c ∈ [a; b] and f be continuous at c. If
for some ‹ > 0, f is increasing (decreasing) on (c − ‹; c)
and decreasing (increasing) on (c; c + ‹), then f has a local
maximum (minimum) at c.

Based on this theorem such feed temperature T •
In can be in-

dicated that for feed temperature TIn in left-hand side neigh-
borhood of T •

In (TIn < T •
In) time-average reactant conversion,

and at the same time productivity, increases when temper-
ature TIn grows. In turn, for the feed temperature TIn in
the right-hand side neighborhood of T •

In (TIn > T •
In), time-

average conversion decreases when feed temperature raises.
This means that such feed temperature can be indicated for
which the time-average HP conversion reaches the maximum.
When the temperature maximizing the time-average reactant
conversion is lower than Tmin or higher than Tmax, then OFT
takes values of Tmin and Tmax, respectively.

Based on results presented in Figures 2–4 it can be indicated
that the selection of unsuitable temperature, especially in the
case of higher values of feed flow rates, feed concentrations
and biocatalyst ages, makes the HPD process with parallel
TUC deactivation to be less efficient.

Figure 3. Time-average HP conversion, ¸m (black lines), and
TUC activity, Em (red lines) as functions of feed
temperature, TIn, and feed HP concentration, CS;In, for
fif = 16 h and Q = 25 · 10−8 m3·s−1.

Figure 4 shows the significant effect of the feed temperature
– and at the same time temperature within the PBR – and
total time on time-average substrate conversion. If we want
to extend the biocatalyst age from 8h to 16h, the OFT should
decrease from 323 K to 307.6 K. Further age increase up to
24 h, 32 h, and finally up to 40h requires reducing the OFT
to 303 K, 296 K, and 293 K, respectively.

Figure 4. Time-average HP conversion, ¸m (black lines), and
TUC activity, Em (red lines) as functions of feed
temperature, TIn, and total time, fif , for
CS;In = 5 · 10−3 kmol·m−3 and Q = 5 · 10−8 m3·s−1.

The above-mentioned regularities indicate the general rules
for determining the optimal feed control for enzymatic re-
action, especially HPD, catalysed by immobilized enzyme,
especially TUC, undergoing inactivation. The feed flow rate
considered as a control variable should be defined as a dimin-
ishing function of time to extend the contact time between a
biocatalyst with decreasing activity and the reaction mixture
flowing through the reactor.

The reasoning is simple since the lower feed flow rate leads to
the lower substrate concentration at the biocatalyst surface.
In consequence, the slower biocatalyst deactivation can be
expected yielding the higher HP consumption at the reactor
outlet.

In order to verify the model-based predictions of the feed
temperature ensuring the maximum efficiency of the tubu-
lar reactor packed with immobilized catalase, a comparison
of the observed time-averaged HP conversions obtained for
OFT with those predicted theoretically using simplified opti-
mization method is shown in Figure 5.

The presented results indicated that in the HPD process oc-
curring under EDR the time-averaged HP conversions ob-
tained theoretically using Eq. (18) for OFT calculated by
means of fminbnd function is convergent to those observed
at the outlet of the model plug-flow reactor (Fig. 1) operated
under OFT with the normalized deviation lower than 4.0%.
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Figure 5. The comparison between observed time-averaged HP
conversions obtained for OFT and those calculated
from Eq. (18) for Q · 108 = 10 and 12 m3·s−1 and total
time fif considered in Fig. 4.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In the current study, a simplified optimization method using
the MATLAB function fminbnd has been applied to assess
the feed temperature ensuring the maximum efficiency of the
ideal tubular reactor packed with immobilized enzyme and
operating under unsteady state conditions.

The reasoning which is based on an analytical solution is rel-
evant for the predesign steps because it indicates in a simple
fashion which inlet temperature should be followed in order
to obtain the maximum advantage of existing enzyme using
the type of reactor usually elected by technologists in fine
bioprocess engineering field.

The analysis contributes to better understanding of the en-
gineering aspects of immobilized enzyme reactor design ac-
counting for mass-transfer phenomena. It should be clearly
emphasized that temperature exerts a crucial impact and
poses a compromise between the biocatalyst activity and
stability. Hence, adjusting the appropriate temperature pol-
icy yielding the required substrate consumption at the reac-
tor outlet is the essential part to ensure the desired oper-
ating conditions accompanying biotransformation running in
packed-bed bioreactor. To obtain constant substrate conver-
sion at the reactor outstream, decreasing flowrate to follow
enzyme deactivation rate is recommended.

The methodology presented in this paper may prove espe-
cially useful for the design and evaluation of reactor per-
formance with immobilized enzymes subjected to diffusional
restrictions and activity loss during operation.

SYMBOLS

am specific surface area, m2/m3

BiM Biot number (= kLdP =6Deff )

CS bulk substrate concentration, kmol/m3

CS;In H2O2 concentration at the inlet (j = In), kmol/m3

CE enzyme activity, kg/m3

dP diameter of the pellet, m
DL;S diffusion coefficient of the substrate, m2/s
Deff effective diffusivity of the substrate in catalyst particle,

m2/s
E nondimensional biocatalyst activity
Ei activation energy for reaction (i = R) and deactivation

(i = D), J/mol
H reactor length, m
Ki Michaelis constant for reaction (i = M) and deactiva-

tion (i = D), kmol/m3

kL volumetric mass transfer coefficient, m/s
kD modified deactivation rate constant (= �D=KD),

m3/(kmol·s)
kD0 frequency factor for deactivation rate constant,

m3/(kmol·s)
k ′R modified reaction rate constant (= �R=KM), m3/(kg·s)
kR0 frequency factor for enzymatic reaction rate constant,

m/s
kR reaction rate constant (= k ′RCE0=am), m/s
Q feed flow rate, m3/s
S nondimensional substrate concentration
t time, s
TIn inlet temperature, K
x axial position in the reactor, m
X nondimensional axial position in the reactor (= x=H)

Greek symbols

"f ; "p porosity of the bulk fluid (= 0.3) and particulate
phases, respectively

Φ Thiele modulus (= dp=6 · (kRam=Deff )1=2)

fflR; fflD dimensionless numbers defined by Eq. (7)
� dynamic viscosity of the bulk fluid phase, kg/(m·s)
”eff biocatalyst effectiveness factor defined by Eq. (10)
�D deactivation rate constant, 1/s
�R reaction rate constant, kmol/(kg·s)
 density of the bulk fluid phase, kg/m3

fi nondimensional time defined by Eq. (5)

A. APPENDIX

Effectiveness factor of global mass transfer phenomenon

The material balance considering kinetics of first-order enzymatic
reaction and mass-transfer rate can be expressed in the following
dimensionless form:

d2SInt

d‰2
+

2

‰

dSInt

d‰
− 9Φ2SInt = 0 (A.1)
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where ‰ = r=R, SInt = CS;Int=CS0, and Φ is Thiele modulus, and
CS0 is substrate concentration in the biofilm.

In the case of significant external diffusional resistance, substrate
concentration at the liquid–particle interface will differ from that
in the bulk. Then, the combined effect of EDR and IDR should
be taken into account by introduction of boundary conditions de-
scribed the symmetry of distribution (Eq. (A.2a)) and continuity
at the liquid–catalyst interface (Eq. (A.2b)):

dSInt

d‰
= 0 at ‰ = 0 (A.2a)

BiM [S0 − SS] =
dSInt

d‰

˛̨̨̨
‰=1

(A.2b)

where BiM is the Biot number (= kL ·dP=(6DL;S)), S0 and SS are
the dimensionless substrate concentration in biofilm and substrate
concentration at the surface of biocatalyst, respectively.

Introducing the new variable: y = SInt(‰) · ‰ into Eq. (A.1) the
profile of substrate concentration can be found in the following
form:

SInt(‰) = A1
sinh(3Φ · ‰)

‰
+ A2

cosh(3Φ · ‰)
‰

(A.3)

where A1, A2 are the integration constants.

It is known that when r → 0 then sinh(3Φ · ‰)=‰ → 3Φ and
cosh(3Φ · ‰)=‰ → ∞. Thus, to obtain the constant substrate
concentration inside the biocatalyst pellet integration coefficient
A2 have to vanish (A2 = 0). Hence, the expression for substrate
concentration and its first derivative take the forms:

SInt(‰) = A1
sinh(3Φ · ‰)

‰
(A.4)

dSInt

d‰
= A1

3Φ‰ · cosh(3Φ · ‰)− sinh(3Φ · ‰)
‰2

(A.5)

Using the boundary condition (A.2b) it is possible to evaluate the
constant A1:„

dSInt

d‰

«
‰=1

= A1 · [3Φ · cosh(3Φ)− sinh(3Φ)] =

BiM(S0 − SS) = BiM(S0 − SInt(‰ = 1)) =

BiM [S0 − A1 sinh(3Φ)]

Hence, the following expression for A1 is obtained:

A1 = S0 ·
h

3Φ

BiM
cosh(3Φ)

+
“

1− 1

BiM

”
· sinh(3Φ)

i−1

(A.6)

Thus, exact solution in a dimensionless form may be written as
follows:

SInt(‰) = S0 ·
»

(3Φ)

BiM
cosh(3Φ) +

“
1− 1

BiM

”
· sinh(3Φ)

–−1

· sinh(3Φ · ‰)
‰

(A.7)
Let us define the global effectiveness factor:

”G =
observed reaction rate in biocatalyst

reaction rate in biofilm
=

AS
VS
· rS;obs(CS;Int)

rS[CS0]
(A.8)

Then, the use of Eq. (A.6) yields

”G =
AS
VS

DL;S

“
dCS;Int

dr

”
r=R

rS[CS(R)]
= 3Φ−2

„
dSInt

d‰

«
‰=1

S0
=

3Φ−2 ·
S0

ˆ
3Φ

BiM
cosh(3Φ)+

`
1− 1

BiM

´
·sinh(3Φ)

˜−1
[3Φ·cosh(3Φ)−sinh(3Φ)]

S0

Finally, the expression for the global effectiveness factor is as fol-
lows:

”G = Φ−1 · coth(3Φ)− (3Φ)−1“
1− 1

BiM

”
+
“

3Φ

BiM

”
· coth(3Φ)

(A.9)

If EDR is insignificant (Bi� 1), Equation (A.9) can be reduced
to the equation presented below and describing the internal effec-
tiveness factor:

”G = ”IDR = Φ−1 · coth(3Φ)− (3Φ)−1“
1− 1

BiM

”
+

(3Φ)

BiM
· coth(3Φ)

=

Φ−1 · [coth(3Φ)− (3Φ)−1] (A.10)

B. APPENDIX

Analytical approach for prediction of immobilized enzyme
packed-bed bioreactor behavior

For the isothermal packed-bed reactor with plug flow operating
under unsteady state, the differential mass balance for HP con-
centration in the bulk liquid phase as well as differential equation
for the TUC inactivation can be written in the following form:

@S

@fi
+
@S

@X
= −”efffflR · ES; S(0; fi) = 1 (B.1a)

@E

@fi
= −”efffflRfflDES; E(X; 0) = 1 (B.1b)

where
E =

CE
CE0

; S =
CS
CS;In

(B.2)

X =
x

H
; fi = t

Uf "f
["f + (1− "f )"p]H

(B.3)

fflR = kRam
(1− "f )(1− "p)

(Uf "f )
H

fflD =
kDCS;In
kRam

· ["f + (1− "f )"p]

(1− "p)

(B.4)

To solve the equation system (B.1)–(B.4) the following transfor-
mation should be made:

fi• = fi − X; X• = X (B.5)

Then, equation system (B.1) with boundary conditions becomes:

@S

@X•
= −”efffflRES; S(X• = 0; fi•) = 1 (B.6a)

@E

@fi•
= −”efffflRfflDES; E(X•; fi• = 0) = 1 (B.6b)

Equations (B.6a) and (B.6b) describe enzyme and hydrogen per-
oxide behaviour in the case when the last one is influenced by inlet
concentration.

Due to a similar form of the right-hand side of the state equations
it is possible to divide Eqs. (B.6a) and (B.6b) side by side. Then

@S

@E
=

1

fflD

@X•

@fi•
(B.7)
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Considering Eq. (B.7) it can be clearly stated that there exists a
function Λ(X•, fi•) such that

@S

@X•
=

1

fflD

@2Λ

@X•@fi•
∧ @E

@fi•
=

@2Λ

@X•@fi•

or S =
1

fflD

@Λ

@fi•
∧ E =

@Λ

@X•

(B.8)

satisfying Eq. (B.7).

Accounting for Eq. (B.8) in the mathematical model (B.1) and
rearranging, we get:

@2Λ

@X•@fi•
+ ”efffflR

@Λ

@X•
@Λ

@fi•
= 0 (B.9)

Let us predict the following form of the function fulfilling the
above equation (B.9):

Λ(X•; fi•) = (”efffflR)−1 ln[–(X•; fi•)] (B.10)

Combining Eqs. (B.9) and (B.10) yields:

@2–

@X•@fi•
= 0 (B.11)

From boundary conditions (B.6a) and (B.6b) as well as Eq. (B.8)
it is apparent that

–(X•; fi• = 0) = exp(”efffflR · X•);
–(X• = 0; fi•) = exp(”efffflRfflD · fi•)

(B.12)

Equation (B.11) may be solved with boundary conditions (B.12)
to yield (Grubecki, 2020):

–(X•; fi•) = exp(”efffflR · X•) + exp(”efffflRfflD · fi•)− 1 (B.13)

Using Eq. (B.10) and returning to the untransformed variables,
we obtain expressions for the hydrogen peroxide and enzyme con-
centrations:

S(X; fi) = exp[”efffflRfflD ·(fi−X)]
exp(”efffflR ·X)+exp[”efffflRfflD ·(fi−X)]−1

(B.14)

E(X; fi) = exp(”efffflR ·X)
exp(”efffflR ·X)+exp[”efffflRfflD ·(fi−X)]−1

(B.15)
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